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Executive Summary 

❖ The objective of this paper is to bring greater awareness to the challenges of Least-

Developed Countries, in particular Cambodia, in addressing tariff loss which is one of 

the key governemnt’s revenue sources during the process of trade liberalisation.  

❖ In joining Free Trade Agreements (FTAs), Cambodia has to liberalise for deeper and 

broader market access to comply with the terms of free trade agreements. Cambodia 

would not only bear with the adjustment costs coming from fierce competition with 

foreign firms or foreign products in the private sector but indispensably also confront 

the revenue squeeze challenges.  

❖ Typically, Cambodia’s more liberalised FTAs commitment for deeper trade 

liberalisation would eventually lead to almost tariff elimination, imposed within those 

member economies under the free trade agreements. Consequently, more trade 

liberalisation implies smaller revenues for Cambodia to allocate to the national budget 

in supporting key priority development sectors, including education, soft and hard 

infrastructure, health care, and other public services.  

❖ Hence, a core challenge for Cambodia is to design an optimal balance of tax regime 

friendly for both business and investment and for public service delivery to enhance the 

attractiveness of the economy.  

❖ A good strategy for Cambodia in responding to the tariff reduction/elimination is to 

undertake domestic taxes reform ahead of the peak of the tariff reduction/elimination 

by introducing and strengthening consumption taxes or value-added tax, both 

individual and/or corporate income tax, and other forms of taxes to boost the fiscal 

revenue. 

 
 

* KHOV Ea Hai is a Research Fellow at the Centre for Governance Innovation and Democracy of the  

Asian Vision Institute (AVI). 
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សេចក្តីេសខេបអត្ថបទ 

❖ គោលបំណងនៃឯកសារគៃេះ គឺគដើម្បើពង្ងឹងការយល់ដឹងអំពើបញ្ហា ង្បឈម្របស់បណ្តា ង្បគេស
អភិវឌ្ឍៃ៍តិចតួច ជាពិគសសកម្ពុជា កនុងការគ េះង្សាយបញ្ហា បាត់បង់ចំណូលពើពៃធគយ ដដល
ជាង្បភពចំណូលដ៏សំខាៃ់មួ្យរបស់រាជរ ា ភិបាល គៅកនុងដំណ្តក់កាលនៃការគ វ្ើគសរ ើភាវូបៃើ
យកម្មពាណិជជកម្ម។  

❖ ការចូលជាសមាជិកកនុងកិចចង្ពម្គង្ពៀងពាណិជជកម្មគសរ ើ កម្ពុជាង្តូវគបើកេើផ្សារកាៃ់ដត្ំៃិង
កាៃ់ដតសុើជគង្ៅជាងមុ្ៃ គដើម្បើអៃុគោម្តាម្លកខខណឌ ដដលមាៃដចងកនុងកិចចង្ពម្គង្ពៀង។ 
កម្ពុជាៃឹងមិ្ៃង្តឹម្ដតង្តូវជួបង្បេេះៃឹងចំណ្តយគលើនលៃដកសង្មួ្ល ដដលគកើតគចញពើការង្បកួត
ង្បដជងយ៉ា ងសវិតសាវ ញជាមួ្យៃឹងង្កុម្ហ ុៃឬផ្សលិតផ្សលបរគេសកនុងវសិ័យឯកជៃប៉ាុគណ្តណ េះគេ 
ប៉ាុដៃាដលម្ទងំង្តូវង្បឈម្ៃឹងបញ្ហា រតឹតបតិចំណូលផ្សងដដរ។  

❖ ជា្ម្មតា កិចចង្ពម្គង្ពៀងពាណិជជកម្មគសរ ើកាៃ់ដតគង្ចើៃដដលកម្ពុជាបាៃគបាជាា គ វ្ើគសរ ើភាវូបៃើយ
កម្មពាណិជជកម្មកាៃ់ដតសុើជគង្ៅ វាៃឹងនគំៅដល់ការលុបបំបាត់ពៃធគយគសទើរដតទងំង្សុង រវាង
រដាសមាជិកនៃកិចចង្ពម្គង្ពៀងពាណិជជកម្មគនេះ។ ជាលេធផ្សល ការគ វ្ើគសរ ើភាវូបៃើយកម្មពាណិជជ
កម្មកាៃ់ដតគង្ចើៃ មាៃៃ័យថាចំណូលរដាពើពៃធគយកាៃ់ដតតិច សង្មាប់កម្ពុជាយកគៅគង្បើ
ង្បាស់កនុងវសិ័យអភិវឌ្ឍៃ៍អាេិភាពសំខាៃ់ៗ រមួ្មាៃ វសិ័យអប់រ ំ គហ ា រចនសម្ព័ៃធេៃ់ៃិងរងឹ 
សុខាភិបាល ៃិងគសវាកម្មសាធារណៈដនេគេៀត។  

❖ ជារមួ្ បញ្ហា ង្បឈម្មួ្យដ៏សំខាៃ់របស់កម្ពុជា គឺង្តូវគ វ្ើឱ្យមាៃតុលយភាពលអង្បគសើរនៃរបបពៃធ 
ដដលអាចធានបាៃៃូវបរយិកាស្ុរកិចចៃិងវៃិិគយគងាយង្សួល ៃិងការផ្សាល់គសវាសាធារ
ណៈសម្ង្សប គដើម្បើពង្ងឹងៃូវភាពទក់ទញនៃដផ្សនកគសដាកិចច។  

❖ អាចជាយុេធសាស្តសាលអមួ្យសង្មាប់កម្ពុជា កនុងការគ ៃ្ើយតបៃឹងការកាត់បៃថយ/លុបបំបាត់ពៃធ
គយ គឺង្តូវចាប់គផ្សាើម្ការគ វ្ើកំដណេង្ម្ង់ពៃធ រមួ្យជំហាៃ មុ្ៃៃឹងការម្កដល់នៃចំណុច
កំពូលនៃការកាត់បៃថយ/លុបបំបាត់ពៃធគយ គ យ ក់គចញៃិងពង្ងឹង ពៃធគង្បើង្បាស់ 
(Consumption taxes) ឬពៃធគលើតនម្ៃបដៃថម្ (Value-added tax) ពៃធគលើង្បាក់ចំណូល
របស់បុគគលឬអាជើវកម្ម ៃិងពៃធកនុងេង្ម្ង់គផ្សេងគេៀត គដើម្បើជំរុញកំគណើ ៃចំណូលរដា។  
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Introduction 

After having achieved peace and political stability, Cambodia has been actively liberalising its 

economy through participating in the WTO and different FTAs. The commitments for trade 

liberalisation have been made after this country joined the WTO in 2004 and ASEAN in 1999. 

As one of the WTO member economies, Cambodia has to agree to significantly reduce its tariff 

barriers as committed under the WTO tariff-reduction negotiation rounds.1 Under the ASEAN 

regional framework, a number of FTAs has been signed and established, including AFTA, 

ASEAN-Japan FTA, ASEAN-China FTA, ASEAN-RoK FTA, ASEAN-Australia-New 

Zealand FTA, ASEAN-India FTA, and recently ASEAN-Hong Kong FTA.  

During the visit of the Chinese State Counsellor to Cambodia, Cambodia and China officially 

signed a bilateral free trade agreement on 12th October 2020. This is the first time that 

Cambodia has a bilateral free trade agreement. Additionally, Cambodia is also one out of 16 

Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) negotiating countries, which will be 

potentially an important mega-regional FTA in the Asia-Pacific region. These RCEP 

negotiating countries are now in the final process of their negotiations, and their mandate is to 

wrap up this free trade agreement and sign it by the end of 2020. Meanwhile, Cambodia is also 

negotiating with Korea, aiming to establish a bilateral FTA by the end of 2020. By joining 

numerous FTAs, it means Cambodia has to open deeper and broader market access to comply 

with the terms of the agreements, which are certainly considered to some extent the WTO-plus.  

The international trade policy of Cambodia has been undoubtedly projected toward trade 

liberalisation rather than in favour of the protectionist policy. Located in Asia where it is a 

global economic driving force and as a member of the vibrant ASEAN community favouring 

trade liberalised regime, Cambodia is expected to potentially have more FTAs, either through 

multilateral or bilateral mechanisms in the future. 

 However, despite the positive gains from trade liberalisation, if the negative consequences are 

examined, the country would not only bear with the adjustment costs coming from the injection 

of foreign competition during the trade liberalisation but also face with the revenue squeeze 

challenges. Typically, it is important to note that when a country has more FTAs, it will need 

to commit to deeper and broader trade liberalisation. As a consequence, it would eventually 

lead to almost tariff elimination imposed within those member economies under the 

agreements. Consequently, more trade liberalisation implies revenue losses or smaller revenues 

for the governments to allocate their financial resources to fund their key development sectors, 

including education, soft and hard infrastructure, health care, and other public services.  

 
1 World Trade Organization (WTO) was established from the development of the GATT rules for the multilateral 

trading system through at least eight rounds of trade negotiations. The early rounds of trade negotiations were 

largely emphasised on the commitments to tariff reduction among the member economies for the international 

trade in goods. 
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Literally, government revenues come from tariff imposition, which is an important source for 

developing and least-developed countries since this kind of trade taxes is easier to collect than 

other forms of domestic taxes. The governments simply collect them at the border. Given the 

existing challenges on revenue mobilisation, Cambodia, which remains as one of the Least-

Developed Countries,2 has no immunity to this revenue squeeze challenges. Therefore, it is a 

significant question of whether or not the trade liberalisation is a potential source of financial 

instability since those developing and least-developed countries are highly dependent on those 

trade taxes (Pupongsak 2009). 

In this connection, this article aims to provide a discussion related to the revenue squeeze 

challenges that Cambodia as one of the Least-Developed Countries would encounter during its 

trade liberalisation process. It also provides policy options to the government to address the 

issues.  

Options for the Government 

The major concerns for Cambodia are probably how much government revenue might be 

collected in the future, to what extent tariff will be reduced/eliminated, and the duration of 

tariff reduction schedules. While liberalising its trade regime, the government has substantially 

reduced tariff based on the tariff reduction schedules as committed under the respective FTAs. 

Thus, the impact of trade liberalisation in terms of tariff reduction/elimination has brought 

more attention to the government, especially on the stability of the government’s revenue 

mobilisation, the incentive system for investment, and the quality of taxes. This is simply 

because one of the three functions of tariff plays a significant role as a source of government 

revenue.  

Nevertheless, based on various FTAs that Cambodia is currently party to, not every FTA 

requires Cambodia to completely phase out its whole package of tariff lines at the time of entry 

into force of the agreements, as given the fact that each tariff line has been categorised into 

different distinctive tariff reduction schedules (TRSs) and provided different timeframes for 

implementation of those schedules. The schedules themselves can be put into 3 main 

categories, namely Tariff Elimination category (tariff lines that fall into this group will be 

eliminated to 0%), Tariff Reduction category (tariff lines that fall into this group will be 

reduced to the certain rate at the end of the designated year) and Tariff Exclusion category 

(tariff lines that fall into this group will be excluded from concession).  

For instance, under the ASEAN Trade in Goods Agreement (ATIGA), member economies 

committed to reducing/eliminating their tariffs based on at least 8 tariff reduction schedules, 

 
2 Least-Developed Countries are the poorest countries designated by the United Nations Economic and Social 

Council on the agreed basic criteria, including low income, weak human assets, and economic vulnerability, for 

indicating the status of economic development.  
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counting from Schedule A to Schedule H together with a number of designated tariff lines, a 

specific percentage of tariff rates, and a precise end year of tariff reduction/elimination.  

In the case of Cambodia, among those schedules, schedule D is the tariff reduction category 

that means all tariff lines will be reduced till remaining 5% at the end of the schedule, and 

schedules H is the category that tariff lines are excluded from import duties reduction or 

elimination, which means the tariff rate will standstill. The rest of the schedules is under the 

tariff elimination category which will be entirely eliminated to 0% at the designated year in the 

schedule. In this regard, Cambodia is expected to eliminate at least 98.79% of the total tariff 

lines under ASEAN FTA (under the ATIGA to be precise), 85.52% under the ASEAN-

Australia-New Zealand FTA, 84,45% under ASEAN-Korea FTA, 86.05% under ASEAN-

China FTA, 83.19% under ASEAN-Japan FTA, 82.90% under ASEAN-India FTA and 65.01% 

under ASEAN-Hong Kong FTA.3  

The respective duration of tariff reduction/elimination under Cambodia’s FTAs generates a 

good parameter indicating the tariff removal stages for the Royal Government to undertake any 

necessary efforts in preparing for the revenue loss during these adjustment processes.  

The most prudent assumption is that in many cases the peak period of revenue fall will be towards the 

middle of the implementation period. This is on the twin expectations that the first tranches of 

liberalization will include goods that are already duty-free or face very low tariffs, and that the last stages 

will often comprise goods that are imported only at a low level (because they are sensitive). Whilst 

imports of these sensitive goods may increase sharply as tariffs finally come down, the revenue currently 

collected on them (and hence vulnerable to being lost) is small. (European Parliament 2017)  

In this connection, Cambodia’s revenue collection base from tariff has been already at the peak 

of revenue fall as given the fact that the years of end rate for respective tariff 

reduction/elimination under Cambodia’s FTAs have been implemented or they are nearly 

approaching the end rates for certain FTAs: 2020 for ASEAN-Japan FTA, 2020 for ASEAN-

China FTA, 2021 for ASEAN-India FTA, 2024 for ASEAN-Korea FTA, 2025 for ATIGA, 

and 2025 for ASEAN-Australia-New Zealand FTA.  

Nevertheless, as Cambodia continues to negotiate with other trading partners to establish 

bilateral and multilateral FTAs, new peak periods of tariff losses will possibly be created. The 

critical challenge for Cambodia is, in this regard, essentially on how to maintain fiscal stability 

while still committing to liberalising its trade regime, particularly during the periods of 

eliminating/reducing the tariff rates of those sensitive and highly sensitive products to their end 

rates.  

Nonetheless, the Royal Government has at least three different pathways to deal with tariff 

losses as a result of tariff elimination/reduction, including (1) strengthening the effectiveness 

 
3 Author’s calculation of Cambodia’s tariff elimination under respective FTAs based on (HS 2012; HS 2017). 

For more details, see Annex 1. 
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and efficiency of government expenditure, (2) replacing the tariff losses by other forms of 

domestic taxes, and (3) substituting by other external financial sources (such as foreign loans 

and foreign development assistance). However, the first and third options seem to be temporary 

alternatives to addressing the revenue squeeze challenges because the government’s 

expenditure would keep increasing and foreign loans and assistance would not cover the whole 

demands. In this connection, the ideal option is largely concentrating on how the government 

replaces tariff losses with other forms of domestic taxes.  

Based on the existing studies, there are several least-developed countries that have been able 

to overcome their revenue squeeze challenges they lost through the tariff liberalisation by 

reimbursing with other domestic taxes (Bilal, Dalleau and Lui 2012). However, there is 

arguably uncertainty over the scale of the revenue effect “since losing one source of tax 

[referred to tariff cuts] does not necessarily mean an equivalent reduction in total government 

revenue”4 due to various implications involved, and one of them is the lack of sufficient 

empirical data for assessment on revenue losses of Least-Developed Countries during trade 

liberalisation process (European Parliament 2017, 7).  

Although there is an increasing number of research on fiscal impact coming from trade 

liberalisation, they gave an ambiguous overall picture of the expected revenue losses (Bilal, 

Dalleau and Lui 2012). Nonetheless, after the trade restrictions are removed, trade 

liberalisation theoretically expects to significantly help soar up trade volumes, increase job 

opportunities, and eventually contribute to substantial growth, particularly in creating greater 

economies of scale and reducing transaction costs.  

Plus, Least-Developed Countries are also expected to receive preferential trade arrangements 

and duty-free and quota-free access to certain developed countries, which essentially promote 

business, investment, and commercial activities (Hagen, Mæstad and Wiig 2001). In that light, 

trade liberalisation could potentially enlarge its domestic tax bases for reimbursing the tariff 

cuts although it requires a certain period of time to take shape. 

In the meantime, it is important to note that the “design and implementation of appropriate tax 

reforms are temporary while the gain they induce through an improved allocation of resources 

is permanent” (Kowalski 2015, 3). In this connection, Cambodia at this critical juncture of 

economic development has to immediately undertake appropriate efforts and respond to tariff 

cuts in order to stabilise the total revenue once the country commits to further trade 

liberalisation and has more FTA partners in the future. Nevertheless, what kind of domestic 

taxes should Cambodia look for?  
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Domestic Taxes as Leverage for Trade Liberalisation  

In most cases, least-developed countries often largely rely on trade tax because of not only the 

ease of revenue collection at the border but also the constraints of domestic tax collection 

(Pupongsak 2009). Those countries usually confront several challenges that hold back domestic 

tax collection efforts. Those challenges include the low level of formal employment, high 

dependency ratio, large informal sector, and low wages falling below income-tax thresholds, 

which essentially lead to the narrow domestic tax base. The issues are quite relevant to all 

developing countries due to the small size of the domestic economic base and high incidence 

of poverty, which make the governments difficult to collect revenues (Bilal, Dalleau and Lui 

2012). 

Likewise, Cambodia also faces challenges in terms of revenue collection, including a small 

domestic tax base due to narrow economic structure and undiversified industries, low tax 

culture and compliance, weak tax and non-tax administration, and growth of tax incentives to 

qualified investment projects (QIPs). To counter these challenges, the government of 

Cambodia has adopted the “Medium-term Revenue Mobilization Strategy (RMS) 2014–2018” 

and superseded it by the “RMS 2019–2023” in order to collect the existing revenue to its full 

potential with more accountability in terms of revenue management and collection while not 

creating new tax or increasing in tax rate and VAT.  

Reflecting in the RMS 2019–2023, the vision of the government has emphasised the efforts to 

modernise the revenue collecting system in parallel with the demand for development and 

socio-cultural change. This latest version of RMS has two main goals, aiming to increase “total 

current revenue, at least, by 0.3 percentage point of GDP per year in average” and to increase 

“the quality of services and productivity in providing all kinds of services by tax and non-tax 

revenue collection administration” (RMS 2019–2023). 

With regard to the improvement of revenue management and collection, there are at least four 

reforms that have been so far put in place, including the promotion of tax culture, improvement 

of tax-paying services, improvement of tax and non-tax administration, and improvement of 

tax and non-tax policies. The principle is to promote transparency of the tax system, to ease 

the tax collection means, and to diversify tax bases in order to outflow from a specific tax base 

reliance. In fact, the Royal Government of Cambodia has been expanding the tax base and 

revising the tax rate, which contributed to the growth of revenue, from 10.27% of GDP in 2004 

to 15.04% in 2013, with an average annual growth of 17% (RMS 2014–2018). With the 

implementation of Revenue Mobilization Strategy 2014–2018, the government’s total revenue 

increased from 15.2% of GDP in 2013 to 18.0% in 2015 (MEF 2016, 11). In 2018, it increased 

to 22.0% of GDP with an average annual growth rate of 1.4 percentage points of GDP (RMS 

2019–2023). The share of domestic tax in Cambodia’s current revenue was on the increasing 

trend, from 59% in 2004 to 72% in 2016 (see Figure 1).   
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Figure 1: Share of Cambodia’s current revenue, 2016 

 

Source: Ministry of Economy and Finance 2016 

The experiences from the developed countries that have reduced trade restrictions are possibly 

a useful benchmark to understand the financial problems arising from trade liberalisation and 

how they tackled the challenges in addressing the revenue challenges. More importantly, the 

current sources of revenue mobilisation of developed economies can show how mature revenue 

collecting system might look like and where the least-developed countries should go. In the 

developed economies, it apparently shows that at the advanced stages of economic 

development the government’s revenue sources have a different structure from those in the 

least-developed countries (see Table 1) in that they have achieved a more stable fiscal source 

while having a very small revenue from tariff.  

Table 1: Tariff revenues as a percentage of government revenues, 2004 

Developing Countries Percentage Industrial Countries Percentage 

The Bahamas 51.2 New Zealand 2.6 

Guinea 47.9 Australia 2.5 

Ethiopia 33.5 Japan 1.2 

Ghana 28.5 Canada 1.2 

Sierra Leone 27.6 Switzerland 1.2 

Madagascar 26.9 United States 1.1 

Dominican Republic 20.9 United Kingdom 1.0 

59% 57% 63% 64% 66% 66% 65% 69% 69% 71% 72% 74% 72%
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Jordan 11.3 Iceland 1.0 

Source: International Monetary Fund, Government Finance Statistics Yearbook 2005, Washington. DC. 2005. 

 

Different from less developed countries that rely upon trade taxes as the potential source for 

revenue mobilisation, “rich and middle-income states have largely replaced lost tariff revenue 

by other sources” (European Parliament 2015). The revenue mobilisation policies of the 

respective developed countries are largely raised from the consumption taxes and social 

insurance taxes (see Figure 2). 

Figure 2: OECD average sources of tax revenue 

 Source: StatExtracts 2011. 

 

“The developed countries raise tax revenue through a mix of individual income taxes, corporate 

income taxes, social insurance taxes, taxes on goods and services, and property taxes. However, 

the extent to which an individual country relies on any of these taxes can differ substantially 

(see Annex 2 for more details)” (Pomerleau 2014). According to the OECD (2011), among 

other taxes, the consumption taxes are the largest source of tax revenue for OECD countries. 

The consumption taxes are taxes on goods and services. These can take the forms of excise 

taxes, value-added taxes (VATs), and retail sale taxes. Most OECD countries levy consumption 

taxes through VATs and excise taxes. 

In this connection, a good strategy for Cambodia in responding to the tariff 

reduction/elimination is to take one step ahead of domestic taxes reform by introducing and 

strengthening consumption taxes or the value-added tax, individual and/or corporate income 

tax, and other forms of taxes to boost the fiscal revenue and discourage tax evasion.5 Among 

 
5 Tax evasion is a major challenge because private business communities may feel that they are facing unfair 

competition from those evading taxes. Therefore, it reduces their own motivation to pay those taxes. 

Individual taxes
24%

Corporate taxes 
9%

Social Insurance 
Taxes
26%

Property Taxes
5%

Consumption 
Taxes
33%

Other
3%
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these domestic taxes, value-added tax seems to partly offset the tariff reduction/elimination 

due to the fact that more value-added tax enforcement is often collected on imported products 

at the border although this sort of tax will be also imposed on domestic producers. In this 

regard, importers have to pay 10% of the product value once they import into Cambodia. An 

analysis of 125 countries found:  

In those cases where it proved possible to fill the gap left by declining tariff revenue, the principal 

vehicles were domestic consumption taxes as well as income taxes. Under such a switch of taxes, customs 

officials would simply stop collecting a tariff and start collecting sale tax/VAT on the same goods. But 

this tax would apply equally to imports from FTA partners and from other states for which it would be 

in addition to the non-liberalized tariff. And, to the extent that it can be collected, the sales tax would 

also apply to domestic production (European Parliament 2017).  

Nonetheless, the key success of replacing the government’s tariff revenue losses will require 

more than just increasing other forms of taxes since it also needs to be a part of other efforts, 

including customs and tax reform programmes; and soft and hard infrastructure policy reforms 

including capacity building for key officials, regulatory reforms and institutional arrangements. 

On the one hand, in response to the loss of tariff cuts and growth of government expenditure, 

tax and customs administration reform and tax policies in this sense become more important 

for the least-developed economy to ensure a stable flow of revenue and build a robust national 

revenue system to finance development priorities. The administration reform and tax policies 

involve complicated issues in a long process and thus require strong political will and support. 

On the other hand, these policies and reform programmes will shape the environment for 

international trade and investment to take place by ensuring the certainty and favourable 

conditions for businesses and commercial activities. This is because tax affects in different 

ways the economic efficiency through distortion and behavioural incentives (Bilal, Dalleau and 

Lui 2012). 

Conclusion  

While Cambodia has a number of existing FTAs in place and has continued to engage in 

negotiations with various trading partners for bilateral and multilateral FTAs, it will 

unavoidably experience revenue losses resulting from tariff liberalisation.  

This article suggests at least three different options for the Cambodian government to tackle 

the revenue losses stemming from tariff reductions, including strengthening the effectiveness 

and efficiency of government expenditure, replacing the tariff losses with other forms of 

domestic taxes, and substituting by other external financial sources.  

The ideal solution for Cambodia is to substitute revenue source from tariff imposition with 

some sort of domestic taxes. By replacing tariff losses with domestic taxes, Cambodia needs 

to design the optimal balance of its tax policy, making it business-friendly while at the same 

time ensuring a sufficient revenue for better public services in key priority development 
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sectors. Based on the revenue structures of developed economies, the respective countries rely 

on different types of domestic taxes, yet among other taxes, the consumption taxes are the 

largest source of tax revenues for OECD countries. Nonetheless, the key success of replacing 

the government’s tariff revenue losses will require more than just increasing other forms of 

taxes since it also needs to be a part of other broader reform and modernisation efforts.  

 

The opinions expressed are the author’s own and do not reflect the views of the Asian Vision 

Institute. 
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Annex 1: Author’s calculation on Cambodia’s tariff elimination under respective FTAs 

 

A. Summary of Cambodia's Tariff Schedule under AANZFTA based on HS 2012 

Category Number of Tariff Lines Percentage of Tariff Lines 

Elimination Normal Track 1 (NT1)  7852 82.15% 

Normal Track 2 (NT2) 322 3.37% 

Reduction  Sensitive Track 1 (ST1) 740 7.74% 

Sensitive Track 2 (ST2) 428 4.48% 

Exclusion  Exclusion List (EL) 216 2.26% 

Total 9558 100.00% 

NT1&2 8174 85.52% 

 

B. Summary of Cambodia’s Tariff Schedule under AKFTA based on HS 2012 

 Category Number of Tariff Lines Percentage of Tariff Lines 

Elimination Normal Track (NT) 8072 84.45% 

Reduction Sensitive List (SL) 724 7.57% 

Highly Sensitive List A (HSL A) 16 67.57% 

Highly Sensitive List B (HSL B) 554 5.08% 

Exclusion Highly Sensitive List E (HSL E) 192 2.01% 

Total 9558 100.00% 

 

C. Summary of Cambodia’s Tariff Schedule under ACFTA based on HS 2012 

 Category Number of Tariff Lines Percentage of Tariff Lines 

Elimination Early Harvest Program (EHP) 699 7.31% 

Normal Track 1 (NT1) 7056 73.82% 

Normal Track 2 (NT2) 470 4.92% 

Reduction  Highly Sensitive List (HL) 353 3.69% 

Sensitive List (SL) 980 10.25% 

 Total 9558 100.00% 

NT1&2+EHP 8225 86.05% 

 

D. Summary of Cambodia’s Tariff Schedule under AJFTA based on HS 2012 

 Category Number of Tariff Lines Percentage of Tariff Lines 

Elimination  A 463 4.84% 

B 6907 72.26% 

C 581 6.08% 

Reduction R 1051 11.00% 

Exclusion X 556 5.82% 

Total 9558 100.00% 

A+B+C 7951 83.19% 
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E. Summary of Cambodia’s Tariff Schedule under AIFTA based on HS 2012 

Category Number of Tariff Lines Percentage of Tariff Lines 

Elimination Normal Track 1 (NT1) 7515 78.63% 

Normal Track 2 (NT2) 409 4.28% 

Reduction Sensitive List (SL) 1429 14.95% 

Highly Sensitive List (HSL) 18 0.19% 

Exclusion Exclusion List (EL) 187 1.96% 

Total 9558 100.00% 

NT1&2 7924 82.90% 

 

F. Summary of Cambodia’s Tariff Schedule under AFTA based on Harmonized System 2017 

Category Number of Tariff Lines Percentage of Tariff Lines 

Elimination A+B+C+G 10682 98.79% 

Reduction  D (Reduction) 63 0.58% 

Exclusion H (Exclusion) 68 0.63% 

 Total 9558 100.00% 

 

G. Summary of Cambodia’s Tariff Schedule under AHKFTA based on Harmonized System 

2012 

Category Number of Tariff Lines Percentage of Tariff Lines 

Elimination  Normal Track 1 (NT1) 4781 50.02% 

Normal Track 2 (NT2) 1433 14.99% 

Reduction Sensitive List (SL) 955 9.99% 

Highly Sensitive List (HSL) 956 10.00% 

Exclusion Exclusion (EL) 1433 14.99% 

Total 9558 100.00% 

NT1&2 6214 65.01% 
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ANNEX 2: Sources of Tax Revenue, OECD Countries, 2012 

Country Individual 

Income 

Taxes 

Corporate 

Income 

Taxes 

Social 

Insurance 

Taxes 

Property 

Taxes 

Consumption 

Taxes 

Other 

Australia 39.2% 18.9% 0.0% 8.6% 28.1% 5.2% 

Austria 22.9% 5.3% 34.1% 1.3% 27.6% 8.8% 

Belgium 27.8% 6.8% 32.1% 7.5% 24.9% 0.9% 

Canada 36.6% 9.5% 15.5% 10.6% 24.5% 3.3% 

Chile 39.5% 6.5% 4.3% 50.1% 0.1% 

Czech 

Republic  

10.6% 9.9% 43.6% 1.5% 33.9% 0.5% 

Denmark 50.7% 6.3% 1.9% 3.8% 31.4% 5.9% 

Estonia 16.4% 4.5% 35.3% 1.0% 42.2% 0.6% 

Finland 29.3% 4.9% 29.6% 2.8% 33.1% 0.3% 

France 18.0% 5.6% 37.4% 8.5% 24.5% 6.0% 

Germany 25.6% 4.8% 38.3% 2.4% 28.4% 0.5% 

Greece 20.6% 4.8% 38.3% 2.4% 28.4% 0.5% 

Hungary 13.8% 3.4% 32.8% 3.2% 43.7% 3.1% 

Iceland 37.4% 5.4% 10.4% 7.1% 35.1% 4.6% 

Ireland 33.2% 8.4% 15.3% 7.0% 34.9% 1.2% 

Israel 18.4% 8.9% 17.1% 9.0% 39.2% 7.4% 

Italy 27.2% 6.5% 30.3% 6.3% 25.5% 4.2% 

Japan 18.6% 12.5% 41.6% 9.1% 18.0% 0.2% 

Korea 15.0% 14.9% 24.7% 10.6% 31.2% 3.6% 

Luxembourg 21.9% 13.4% 29.3% 7.1% 28.1% 0.2% 

Mexico 26.3% 14.9% 1.5% 54.5% 2.8% 

Netherland 20.2% 5.1% 41.2% 3.0% 29.3% 1.2% 

New 

Zealand 

37.7% 14.1% 0.0% 6.2% 38.3% 3.7% 

Norway 23.4% 24.8% 22.6% 2.9% 26.3% 0.0% 

Poland 14.1% 6.6% 37.8% 3.9% 36.2% 1.4% 

Portugal 18.5% 8.7% 28.3% 3.9% 39.7% 0.9% 

Slovak 

Republic 

9.2% 8.4% 43.2% 1.6% 35.4% 1.5% 

Slovenia 15.5% 3.4% 40.8% 1.8% 37.9% 0.6% 

Spain 22.6% 6.4% 35.8% 6.3% 26.6% 2.3% 

Sweden 28.2% 6.1% 23.6% 2.4% 29.1% 10.6% 

Turkey 14.4% 7.4% 27.2% 4.2% 45.0% 1.85 

United 

Kingdom 

27.5% 8.1% 19.1% 11.9% 32.9% 0.5% 

United 

States 

37.7% 10.2% 22.3% 11.8% 17.9% 0.1% 

Source: OECD. StatExtrats, http://stats.oecd.org/ 
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